
            Harden Gill Crag (A4) 

Unknown Stones 

Harden Gill Crag 
Climbs - 13 

Altitude 320m 

Faces  North West 

 

Condition info:  
Tough hard grit with some entertaining problems. 

Faces north so needs dry conditions. There are a 

couple of blocks but the climbing is mostly on the 

obvious leaning one.Easily combined with Pock 

Stones. A further 15 mins. 

 

Parking and approach info:  
Open Access Land but probably best to avoid in 

shooting season.  Dogs are discouraged. 

Park just above Red Gate. Follow the track northwards towards Pock Stones. As you drop into the gill, notice a stile crossing the 

fence on the right. Follow the fence eastwards to the crag. 15 mins. 

 

Problems:  

 
 

1/ Slack Arête 5+  

Avoiding the embedded block, climb the arête on its right side. 

Rock round leftwards to finish. 

 

2/  Slack Eliminate 6a  

With the left hand on top and a right hand undercut jug, climb 

direct without the arête. Shorties will need two mats or a harder 

jump start at 6b 

 

3/ Liquified 6a+ * 

Standing on the plinth, undercut the break to reach the sloping lip. 

Cut loose and finish direct. Good fun! 

 

4/ Red Groove 5+ * 

SDS Use a side pull to move leftwards into the groove. Reach for 

the top and finish direct. 

 

5/ Hey Now 6b+ * 

SDS Move up the wall via breaks and an obvious sidepull/pinch to 

reach a chicken head cluster. Finish slightly rightwards. 

 

6/ Beck Arete 6a * 

SDS The arête on its left side. From standing it is 4+ 

 

7/ Rightside 4+ 

Right side of the arête. 

 

8/ Nubbin 6a * 

SDS. The wall to the right of the arête past a nubbin and flat hold. 

3+ from standing. 

 

9/ The Groove 3+ * 

 

10/ Infused 5+ * 

SDS Start at the good break. Make an awkward move up and reach 

round to a blunt flake in the groove. Follow to finish. 

 

11/ Gill Rib 5+ * 

SDS Start at the break again. Climb up the right side of the 

blunt rib, making use of a hold on the wall. 

 

 
 

12/ Stray Away 4+ 

SDS The left side of the arête throughout. 

 

13/ Breaking Bad 6c ** 

Pumpy! Start at left arête and step onto the plinth and break. Cross 

to the right arête and either swing or jam (tape up?) the horizontal 

to gain the right wall. Pull up to the nubbin and then reach across 

to the good side hold on the rib and LH side hold in The Groove. 

Cross the wall on side holds to step up and gain the top at the 

rightmost arête. Also good by finishing at The Nubbin – 6b+. 

 

 

 

 


